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We analyzed the photoluminescence intermittency generated by a single paramagnetic spin localized in an
individual semiconductor quantum dot. The statistics of the photons emitted by the quantum dot reflect the
quantum fluctuations of the localized spin interacting with the injected carriers. Photon correlation measure-
ments, which are reported here, reveal unique signatures of these fluctuations. A phenomenological model is
proposed to quantitatively describe these observations, allowing a measurement of the spin dynamics of an
individual magnetic atom at zero magnetic field. These results demonstrate the existence of an efficient
spin-relaxation channel arising from a spin exchange with individual carriers surrounding the quantum dot. A
theoretical description of a spin-flip mechanism involving spin exchange with surrounding carriers gives
relaxation times in good agreement with the measured dynamics.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The decrease in the structure size in semiconductor elec-
tronic devices and magnetic information storage devices has
dramatically reduced the number of atoms necessary to pro-
cess and store bits of information. Information storage on a
single magnetic atom would be an ultimate limit. The perfor-
mance of such memory elements will be governed by the
quantum fluctuations of the localized spins.1 Diluted mag-
netic semiconductor DMS systems combining high-quality
semiconductor structures and the magnetic properties of Mn
impurities are good candidates for these ultimate spintronic
devices.2 It has been shown that in a DMS with low mag-
netic atom concentration, the spin dynamics under magnetic
field is ultimately controlled by the spin-lattice coupling.3,4
An extrapolation of the spin dynamics measurements in bulk
DMS suggests that a long spin-relaxation time in the milli-
second range could be expected for an isolated Mn spin.5
However, despite the recent development of different suc-
cessful techniques to address a single spin,6,7 such dynamics
has never been directly observed.
Growth and optical addressing of DMS quantum dots
QDs containing a single magnetic atom were achieved
recently.8,9 When a Mn-dopant atom is included in a II-VI
QD, the spin of the optically created electron-hole pair inter-
acts with the five d electrons of the Mn total spin M =5 /2.
This leads to a splitting of the once simple photolumines-
cence PL spectrum of an individual QD into six 2M +1
components. This splitting results from the spin structure of
the confined holes, which are quantized along the QDs’
growth axis with their spin component taking only the values
Jz=3 /2. The hole-Mn exchange interaction reduces to an
Ising term JzMz and shifts the emission energy of the QD
depending on the relative projection of the Mn and hole
spins. As the spin state of the Mn atom fluctuates during the
optical measurements, the six lines are observed simulta-
neously in time-averaged PL spectrum. The intensities of the
lines reflect the probability for the Mn to be in one of its six
spin components and the emitted photon is a probe of the
spin state of the Mn when the exciton recombines.
In this paper, we show how we can use the statistics of the
photons emitted by a single Mn-doped QD to probe the spin
dynamics of a magnetic atom interacting with both confined
and free carriers. We performed correlations of the PL inten-
sity emitted by individual lines of an isolated Mn-doped QD.
In these start-stop experiments,10 the detection of the first
photon indicates by its energy and polarization that the Mn
spin has a given orientation. The detection probability of a
second photon with the same energy and polarization is then
proportional to the probability of conserving this spin state.
The time evolution of this intensity correlation signal is a
probe of the spin dynamics of the Mn atom. The autocorre-
lation signal displays a bunching effect revealing a PL inter-
mittency. This intermittency results from fluctuations of the
Mn spin. Correlation of the intensity emitted by opposite
spin states of the exciton-Mn complex namely, cross corre-
lation presents an antibunching at short delays. The charac-
teristic time of this antibunching corresponds to the spin-
transfer time between the two degenerated spin states. A
thermalization on the exciton-Mn complex is directly evi-
denced by the energy and temperature dependences of the
correlation curves. The measured single Mn spin-relaxation
times are in the range of 20 ns and are strongly influenced by
the injection of carriers in the vicinity of the QDs. Mn spin
flips induced by the injection of carriers in and around the
QD are theoretically described. These scattering processes
give relaxation times in good agreement with the measured
dynamics.
II. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTS
Single Mn atoms are introduced in CdTe/ZnTe QDs dur-
ing their growth by molecular-beam epitaxy adjusting the
density of Mn atoms to be roughly equal to the density of
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QDs.9 The statistics of the photons emitted by individual
Mn-doped QDs were analyzed using a combination of a low-
temperature 5 K scanning optical microscope and a Han-
bury Brown and Twiss HBT setup for photon-correlation
measurements.10 High refractive index hemispherical solid
immersion lens were used to enhance the collection of the
single-dot emission. The PL was quasiresonantly excited
with a tunable continuous-wave CW dye laser or by pico-
second pulses from a doubled optical parametric oscillator
and collected through aluminum shadow masks.11 The circu-
larly polarized collected light was spectrally dispersed by a 1
m monochromator before being detected in the HBT setup or
by a single fast avalanche photodiode time resolution of 40
ps for time-resolved measurements. The time resolution of
the HBT setup was about 500 ps. Under our experimental
conditions with count rates of a few kilohertz the measured
photon pair distribution yields after normalization of the in-
tensity autocorrelation function g2.
III. EXCITON-MN SPIN FLIPS
A signature of the Mn spin dynamics can be observed first
in the PL decay of the X-Mn complex. Figure 1 presents the
PL decay of three different transitions of the X-Mn complex.
These transitions present a biexponential decay. The fast
component corresponds to the radiative lifetime of the exci-
ton as already measured in nonmagnetic QDs. The long com-
ponent is associated with the existence of the dark
excitons.12,13 Direct recombination of the dark exciton can be
observed in some Mn-doped QDs because of a slight admix-
ture of the bright states with the dark ones induced by a
valence-band mixing. However, the dark excitons mainly
contribute to the signal by undergoing a spin flip to become
bright excitons, which decay radiatively. The PL decay is
then determined by both radiative decay and exciton spin
flips. The exciton decay, and particularly the amplitude of the
slow component, depends strongly on the energy level ob-
served. For the high-energy lines, the slow component makes
a negligible contribution to the time-integrated signal. Con-
versely, for the low-energy lines, the secondary component
makes a significant contribution while the primary lifetime
remains constant. In this regime, the secondary lifetime can
be associated either with the dark exciton lifetime or with the
exciton spin-flip time.
To extract these two parameters from the PL decay
curves, we compare the experimental data with a rate-
equation model describing the time evolution of the popula-
tion of the 24 X-Mn spin levels Fig. 1c after the injection
of a single exciton.14 Different spin-flip times are expected
depending on whether the transitions occur with or without
conservation of the energy or of the total spin. However, we
consider in first approximation that the spin flips among the
X-Mn states can be described by a single characteristic time
X-Mn. We consider that at finite temperature, the intraband
relaxation rates → between the different spin states of the
exciton-Mn complex depend on the energy separation E
=E−E. Here we use →=1 /X-Mn if E0 and
→=1 /X-Mne
−E/kBT if E0.
14 This describes a par-
tial thermalization among the 24 levels of the X-Mn system
during the lifetime of the exciton bright or dark. In this
model, we also neglect the influence of the valence-band
mixing on the oscillator strength15 and consider that all the
excitonic bright dark states have the same lifetime b d.
Because of an efficient hole spin flip during the phonon-
assisted relaxation of the unpolarized injected carriers, we
consider that the excitons with spins 1 and 2 are excited
with the same probability at t=0. Only optical transitions
conserving the Mn spin are considered. The calculation
shows that changing d mainly influences the characteristic
time of the long decay component whereas changing X-Mn
affects also the amplitude of this component. The PL decay
curves can be reproduced well by this rate-equation model
using b=280 ps, d=8 ns, and X-Mn=25 ns Fig. 1b.
The value of d controls the decay time of the long compo-
nent whereas X-Mn, which is larger than d, reproduces the
emission energy dependence of the amplitude of the long
component very well.
Within the X-Mn complex, the relaxation time between
different spin states X-Mn can be affected by the spin-orbit,
carrier-phonon, and exchange interactions14 that affect the
exciton. In QDs, the electron-spin relaxation is longer than
the radiative lifetime and is ultimately controlled by random
fluctuations of the nuclear spins.16 The hole spin relaxation is
mainly controlled by the interaction with phonons17 and can
be faster explaining the observed partial thermalization of
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FIG. 1. Color online a Experimental time-resolved PL spec-
tra recorded on three different energy lines labeled 1, 2, and 3 of
an X-Mn complex. The inset shows the corresponding time-
integrated PL spectrum. b PL decay time calculated using the
parameters T=5 K, b=280 ps, d=8 ns, and X-Mn=25 ns. c
Energy levels involved in the rate-equation model described in the
text and displayed as functions of their total angular momentum Sz.
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the X-Mn complex during the lifetime of the ground-state
exciton.
IV. FLUCTUATIONS OF AN ISOLATED MN SPIN
To directly observe the time fluctuations of the Mn spin
interacting with the injected carriers, we analyzed the statis-
tics of the photons emitted by a Mn-doped QD. This statis-
tics can be deduced from an intensity correlation function of
the QD emission. Figure 2a shows the intensity correlation
function g2 of the circularly polarized + low-energy
line of a Mn-doped QD compared with the correlation func-
tion obtained for the overall PL of the QD. The autocorrela-
tion function obtained for all the photons emitted by the QD
is characteristic of a single-photon emitter with a dip at short
delay. The width of this antibunching signal is given by the
lifetime of the emitter and the generation rate of excitons and
its depth is limited by the time resolution of the HBT setup.
A similar experiment performed on one of the single line of
the X-Mn complex still presents a reduced coincidence rate
near =0, but it is mainly characterized by a large bunching
signal with a half width at half maximum HWHM of about
10 ns. This bunching reflects an intermittency in the QD
emission. This intermittency likely comes from the fluctua-
tions of the Mn spin orientation.
To confirm this result, cross-correlation measurements
were performed between different spin states of the X-Mn
complex. Cross correlation of the + and − photons emit-
ted by the low-energy line Fig. 2b shows an antibunching
with g20=0.2 and a HWHM of about 5 ns. These two
different behaviors, namely, the bunching of the autocorrela-
tion signal and the antibunching of the cross-correlation sig-
nal, demonstrate unambiguously that the statistic of the QD
emission is completely governed by the Mn spin fluctuations.
Whereas the autocorrelation probes the time dependence of
the probability for the spin of the Mn to be conserved Mz
= +5 /2 at =0 in Fig. 2a, the cross correlation presented
in Fig. 2b is a probe of the spin transfer between +5 /2 and
−5 /2.
As observed in the time-resolved PL measurements, fluc-
tuations of the Mn spin occur during the lifetime of an exci-
ton. However, they can also take place when the QD is
empty. As the spin-relaxation rate of the Mn is expected to be
influenced by the presence of carriers in the QD, we have to
consider two relaxation times: Mn for an empty dot and
X-Mn for a dot occupied by an exciton. Their relative contri-
butions to the observed effective relaxation time will depend
on the generation rate of excitons. The rate-equation model
described previously can be extended to extract an order of
magnitude of the parameters Mn and X-Mn from the corre-
lation experiments. Six biexciton states are added to the
24X-Mn+6Mn level system see Fig. 1c. A continuous
generation rate g is considered to populate the exciton and
biexciton states. The initial state of the system is fixed on one
of the six Mn ground states and one monitors the time evo-
lution of the population of the corresponding bright X-Mn
state. When normalized to one at a long time, this time evo-
lution accounts for the correlation function of the transition
associated with the considered X-Mn level.
The time evolution of the correlation function calculated
using this model is presented in Fig. 2c and compared with
the experimental data. At low generation rate, when the av-
erage time between two injected excitons is longer than any
spin-relaxation rate, Mn and X-Mn have distinguishable ef-
fects on the calculated correlation curves. In average, the
relaxation of the Mn alone controlled by Mn is only per-
turbed by the injection of the exciton used to probe the Mn
spin projection. During the lifetime of this exciton, the sys-
tem relaxes with the relaxation rate X-Mn. This produces a
relaxation of the Mn spin proportional to the ratio of X-Mn
and the exciton lifetime. A reduction in X-Mn then reduces
the amplitude of the bunching curve expected for a Mn alone
because of the six available spin states, the maximum am-
plitude of the bunching should be six without significantly
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FIG. 2. Color online a Autocorrelation function of the intensity collected in + polarization on the low-energy line of the X-Mn
complex solid line and on the overall PL spectra dotted line. b Circularly polarized cross-correlation solid line and autocorrelation
functions dotted line on the same line as in a but for a larger excitation intensity. The inset shows the PL spectrum of the corresponding
QD. c Experimental autocorrelation and theoretical functions calculated with the rate-equation model described in the text with parameters
T=5 K, b=280 ps, d=8 ns, X-Mn=25 ns, Mn=50 ns, and g=0.05	10−3 ps−1.
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changing its width that is controlled by Mn. With the gen-
eration rate used in the measurements of Fig. 2a a genera-
tion rate of about g=0.05	10−3 ps−1 can be deduced from
the ratio of the exciton and biexciton amplitudes, X-Mn
mainly affects the height of the bunching signal whereas Mn
preferentially controls its width. Then, with given values of
g, b, and d, it is possible to extract a parameter pair
Mn,X-Mn that reproduces the bunching and antibunching
curves. The bright and dark exciton lifetimes were estimated
from the PL decay curves, and the exciton generation rate
can be estimated from the relative amplitudes of the exciton
and biexciton emissions.18 For the data presented in Fig.
2c, the best fit is obtained with X-Mn=25 ns and Mn
=50 ns. The X-Mn relaxation time obtained is consistent
with the value deduced from the PL decay curves. The relax-
ation time of the Mn alone empty dot appears to be three
orders of magnitude shorter than expected from the extrapo-
lation of measurements in bulk-dilute CdMnTe under mag-
netic field.5
V. CARRIER-INDUCED MN SPIN FLUCTUATIONS
The observed Mn spin dynamics is not simply an intrinsic
property of the localized Mn atom but depends on the optical
excitation conditions. The power dependence of the correla-
tion signal of the high-energy transition of an X-Mn complex
is presented in Fig. 3a. Increasing the excitation power sig-
nificantly reduces the width of the correlation signal. This
reduction has two origins. When carriers are injected in the
QD under quasiresonant conditions excitation on an excited
state of the QD, increasing the carrier generation rate in-
creases the probability of finding the QD occupied by an
exciton. With the spin-relaxation time being shorter for an
occupied dot than for an empty dot, the Mn spin fluctuates
faster and the width of the autocorrelation curve decreases.
This effect is illustrated by the power dependence of the
HWHM of the calculated and experimental correlation
curves presented in Figs. 3b and 3c, respectively. At high
generation rate, the width of the correlation signal is con-
trolled by X-Mn whereas at low excitation the photon statis-
tics are ultimately determined by the spin fluctuations of the
Mn alone. The width of the calculated correlation curves
saturates at low excitation. This maximum width is con-
trolled by Mn. In the experiments, this saturation is not ob-
served due to the limit in the accessible excitation-power
range.
However, this process is not sufficient to explain the ob-
served excitation-power dependence of the correlation signal
in all the investigated QDs. For instance, to reproduce the
power dependence presented in Fig. 4a, one also has to
reduce the spin-relaxation times Mn and X-Mn at high-
excitation intensity. In Fig. 4a the best fit at high-excitation
power is obtained with Mn=25 ns and X-Mn=15 ns
whereas at low excitation Mn=50 ns and X-Mn=25 ns. This
reduction in the relaxation time likely comes from the spin-
spin coupling with carriers injected in the surroundings of
the QD through the background absorption observed in pho-
toluminescence excitation spectra of this individual QD.19
The influence of the free carriers on the spin-relaxation
rate is shown by the correlation signals obtained on the same
X-Mn transition for two different excitation wavelengths
Fig. 4b: resonant on an excited state 577.5 nm and non-
resonant in the ZnTe barriers 514 nm. These two signals are
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FIG. 3. a Power dependence of the autocorrelation function of
the high-energy line of an X-Mn complex. b Calculated power
dependence of the HWHM of the autocorrelation function of the
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FIG. 4. Color online a Autocorrelation function on the low-
energy line of an X-Mn complex in + polarization for excitation
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recorded with the same photon-count rate suggesting a simi-
lar occupation rate of the QD. The characteristic bunching
signal observed under quasiresonant excitation completely
disappears when the excitation energy is tuned above the
wetting-layer absorption. As already observed in DMS quan-
tum wells, this behavior reflects the extreme sensitivity of
the localized Mn spin to the spin-spin coupling with the free
carriers or the carriers relaxing in the QD.20
For an isolated Mn atom, the spin relaxation Mn comes
only from the spin-lattice interaction,21 and a long spin-
relaxation time is expected. As we will discuss in Sec. VI,
the Mn spin dynamics can be modified significantly by the
presence of free carriers, which are strongly coupled with
both the magnetic atom and the phonons. These free carriers
serve as a bypass channel for the slow direct spin-lattice
relaxation.
VI. THERMALIZATION OF THE EXCITON-MN
COMPLEX
The X-Mn complex is also significantly coupled to the
phonon bath. A partial thermalization of the X-Mn system
appears directly in the amplitude of the correlation curves
obtained on different energy levels of the X-Mn system Fig.
5a as well as in cross-correlation measurements Figs. 5b
and 5c. A finite temperature enhances the probability of
the spin flips involving an energy loss. This introduces a
dissymmetry in the spin-relaxation channels of the X-Mn
complex. The consequence of this dissymmetry in the relax-
ation process is an energy dependence of the amplitude of
the correlation signal. This is illustrated by the correlation
curves obtained in the high- −1,−5 /2 and low-energy
states +1,−5 /2 of an X-Mn complex Fig. 5a. For the
high-energy state, all the relaxation transitions within the
X-Mn complex take place with an energy loss: The leakage
probability is then at a maximum and the probability for this
state to be repopulated by spin flips from low-energy states is
very weak. A large bunching signal is then observed Fig.
5a. On the opposite, the low-energy level can be populated
by a transfer from the high-energy states, and some relax-
ation channels involving an absorption of energy are blocked
at low temperature. The associated bunching signal is weaker
Fig. 5a.
This thermalization process directly appears if a cross cor-
relation of the intensity emitted by a low- and a high-energy
levels is performed. Figure 5c shows the correlation of the
photons emitted by −1,−5 /2 high-energy line and +1,
−5 /2 low-energy line. At low-excitation intensity, this cor-
relation signal presents a clear dissymmetry. This cross-
correlation measurement probes the time dependence of the
probability of finding an exciton either +1 or −1 coupled
with the Mn spin in the state Mz=−5 /2. At positive time
delay, g2 gives the probability to find the system in the
state +1,−5 /2 knowing that at =0 the Mn spin projection
is Mz=−5 /2 detection of a photon from −1,−5 /2. The
situation is reversed for the negative delay where a photon
from +1,−5 /2 acts as the trigger in the start-stop measure-
ment, and g2 gives the probability for the system to be in
the high-energy state −1,−5 /2. The dissymmetry in the
cross-correlation curve reflects the difference in the spin-
relaxation channels available for the high- −1,−5 /2 and
the low- +1,−5 /2 energy X-Mn states.
The dissymmetry in the relaxation processes is influenced
by the excitation intensity: as observed in the PL decay mea-
surements presented in Fig. 1, the low-energy bright exciton
states can be efficiently populated by spin flips from the dark
exciton states reducing the effective population loss of these
states and consequently reducing the amplitude of the photon
bunching. Increasing the excitation intensity decreases the
effective lifetime of the dark excitons because of the forma-
tion of the biexciton.22 This opens an efficient spin-relaxation
channel for the low-energy bright X-Mn states: Once a dark
exciton has been created after a spin flip, it is quickly de-
stroyed by the injection of a second exciton with the forma-
tion of a biexciton. It can no longer flip back to the low-
energy bright state. This effect stops the refilling process and
consequently increases the amplitude of the bunching signal.
As observed in Fig. 5b, increasing the excitation intensity
decreases the difference in the amplitude of the correspond-
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ing bunching signal of the low- and high-energy lines.
As shown in Fig. 6, these spin-relaxation processes are
also influenced by the lattice temperature. The effect is espe-
cially pronounced for the high-energy states. Increasing the
temperature allows a refilling of these levels by a transfer of
population from the low-energy states, decreasing the ampli-
tude of the bunching signal.
VII. MODEL FOR THE MN SPIN RELAXATION
In this section we discuss two Mn spin-relaxation mecha-
nisms in the optical ground state. The short Mn20 ns
spin-relaxation time inferred from our photon-correlation
measurements cannot be accounted for by Mn-Mn spin in-
teraction, which is considered the most efficient spin-
relaxation mechanism in II-VI semiconductor. Since this is a
short-range interaction,23,24 the Mn spin-relaxation time T1M
increases exponentially as the density of Mn goes down.5
Thus, the spin relaxation of a single Mn atom inside a quan-
tum dot with 20	103 atoms, if generated by Mn-Mn cou-
pling, should be in the range of microseconds. Thus, some
other spin-relaxation mechanism is at play. Here we study
the Mn spin relaxation due to exchange coupling to photo-
carriers that occupy extended states in the wetting layer
WL. The Mn is assumed to lie in the wetting layer at a
location where both quantum dot and extended states are
finite. In particular, the QD states are expected to peak in the
plane that separates the wetting layer and the QD. Mn atoms
located in that region are more strongly coupled to the QD
exciton.
We consider two independent mechanisms: i exchange
coupling with carriers in extended WL states and ii ex-
change coupling with carriers that scatter from the extended
WL states to confined QD states, which exchange with the
Mn and then return to the WL. The first mechanism has been
considered before in the context of Mn spin relaxation inter-
acting with quantum-well carriers25,26 and is identical to Ko-
rringa mechanism for nuclear-spin relaxation due to spin flip
with itinerant electrons in metals. The second mechanism
involves single charge tunneling in and out of the dot. The
QD confined states remain empty except for some intervals
during which a single carrier tunnels in and out from the
optically excited wetting layer. Once in the QD state, the
carrier can give or take away one unit of spin to Mn. Both
the Korringa and the charge-fluctuation mechanisms require
several tunneling and exchange events, involving different
carriers, to relax the Mn spin from an initial situation where
it is known to take the value Mz= +5 /2 to a final situation of
thermal equilibrium where the six Mn spin orientations are
equally likely.
The proposed charge-fluctuation induced spin-relaxation
mechanism is in line with our previous works2,8,27–29 whose
central claim is the very strong dependence of the spin prop-
erties of Mn-doped quantum dots on the addition of a single
carrier. It is also motivated by the observation of a weak
contribution of the positive trion PL signal, which implies
that, under our experimental conditions, holes are captured
by the QD.
A. Formalism
We use a Bloch-Redfield master-equation approach,30
which tracks the dynamical evolution of the density matrix
of the quantum dot ground states, corresponding to the six
Mn spin orientations under the influence of the reservoir of
carriers. The diagonal terms of the density matrix represent
the probability of finding the Mn spin in a given spin projec-
tion. Their dynamics is given by the master equation
dpM
dt
= − 	
M
M→M
pM + 	M M→MpM, 1
with the initial condition that at t=0, the probability of find-
ing the Mn spin with Mz= +5 /2 is p+5/2=1. The evolution of
p+5/2t and p−5/2t is directly associated with the autocorre-
lation and cross-correlation measurements. The rates in the
master equation depend on the Hamiltonian of the system,
which is the sum of the QD Hamiltonian, the WL carrier
Hamiltonian, and the QD-WL coupling: H=H0+Hres+V.
M→M is the scattering rate between the eigenstate M and
state M of H0 induced by the coupling V. The rates are
given by the statistical average over initial reservoir states
and sum over final reservoir states of the Fermi-golden-rule
rate associated with V.30 They depend on the mechanism
under consideration, either direct exchange or charge fluctua-
tion. Since our experimental data indicate that hole confine-
ment is much weaker than electron confinement, we consider
that the carriers that couple to the Mn when there is no ex-
citon in the dot are holes. Our theory results can easily be
adapted for the case of electrons. The number of states M in
the master equation also depends on the mechanism. In the
case of charge-fluctuation mechanism we need to keep track
of the 6 neutral states and the 12 states of the dot with one
hole inside. In the case of the Korringa relaxation, only the
-20 -10 0 10 20
Time (ns)
T=20K
3
2
1
0
g(
2)
(τ
)
-20 -10 0 10 20
Time (ns)
|-1,-5/2> |-1,-5/2>
T=5K
(a) (b)
FIG. 6. Color online Intensity autocorrelation function of the
high-energy line −1,−5 /2 of an X-Mn complex recorded in the
same excitation conditions at a T=5 and b 20 K. The theoretical
curves solid line are obtained with the same set of parameters:
X-Mn=10 ns, Mn=15 ns,b=280 ps, d=8 ns, and g=0.1
	10−3 ps−1.
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six states corresponding to the “empty-dot” Mn spin are in-
cluded in the master equation.
The QD Hamiltonian is
H0 = JzMˆ z + h2 +Mˆ − + −Mˆ + + DMˆ z2, 2
where J=QDrI2nd is the Mn QD hole coupling,
60 eV Å3 is the Mn-hole exchange coupling constant of
CdTe, QDr2 is the QD hole envelope function, and
nd=0,1 counts the number of holes in the dot. The Mn spin
operators are Mˆ z, and z, are the Pauli matrices acting on
the hole space. We consider antiferromagnetic hole-Mn cou-
pling. h is the dimensionless parameter that accounts for the
reduction in the spin-flip interaction due to spin-orbit
coupling.2,28
Notice that the exchange coupling of the Mn to the quan-
tum dot QD fermion is only relevant in the charge-
fluctuation mechanism for which nd changes between zero
and one. For the Korringa mechanism nd=0 and Mn is only
exchange coupled to carriers in extended WL states. The
DMˆ z2 term in HQD0 describes the strain-induced aniso-
tropy, which has been observed in strained Cd,MnTe
layers.31 This term is negligible when the Mn interacts with a
QD hole but is not when we consider the Korringa relaxation
for which no carrier occupies the QD state. The term Hres
=	k,k,ck,
† ck, describes the delocalized carriers in states
with momentum k and band index including the spin .
Each of the two relaxation mechanisms considered here
has its own dot-reservoir coupling. In the Korringa mecha-
nism we assume that there is some overlap between the WL
extended states and the Mn spin. Ignoring the dependence on
k of the spin matrix element k ,k, the coupling reads
V  
2A
zI2	
k,k
Mˆ +ck,⇓
† ck,⇑ + M
ˆ −ck,⇑
† ck,⇓ , 3
where A is the area of the WL, zI2 is the envelope part of
the WL wave function evaluated at the Mn location, and L is
the WL width. h could take different values for the QD and
the WL.
In the charge-fluctuation mechanism the coupling be-
tween the reservoir and the dot is the sum of an operator that
transfers one hole from the reservoir to the dot and its Her-
mitian conjugate, which takes the hole out from the dot and
transfers it to the reservoir,
V = 	

0	
k
Vkck, + H.c. 4
The tunneling operator conserves the energy and the spin of
the carrier. This kind of coupling has been considered re-
cently to account for peculiar photoluminescence PL line
shapes of self-assembled quantum dots in contact with elec-
tronic reservoirs.12,32 The mechanism would operate analo-
gously if the transfer from the itinerant to the localized state
is inelastic, but the timescale would be longer.
B. Results
1. Mn spin relaxation due to exchange with WL carriers
We discuss first the relaxation of the Mn spin due to ex-
change with WL carriers or Korringa mechanism. We assume
a parabolic dispersion with effective mass m for the holes,
which yields a stepwise density of states. We assume holes
are in a thermal state with an effective temperature kBTh
larger than the lattice and chemical potential 
. The Korringa
relaxation rate is proportional to the square of the density of
states at the Fermi energy and the square of the exchange
coupling constant. After some work we obtain the Mn spin-
flip rates between M and M eigenstates of H0=DMˆ z2,
M→M

= m
L2 

2
Iy,zMMˆ M2, 5
where we have approximated zI2=2 /L, 01 is a
dimensionless parameter that accounts for the overlap of the
WL states with the Mn, y=
 is the chemical potential of
the WL carriers, z= EM −EM  /kBTh is the change in energy
of the Mn spin divided by the effective temperature of the
WL carriers, and Iy ,z=kBTh
ey
ez−1 log
1+ey
1+ey−z  for z0 and
Iy ,z=ezIy ,−z for z0.
The solution of the master equation, taking as initial con-
dition p+5/2=1, is shown in Fig. 7. In the left panel we plot
the evolution of the occupations of the six Mn spin projec-
tions along the growth axis. The decay of p+5/2 is accompa-
nied by a rise of the +3 /2 state. This state is also connected
with the 1/2 state whose occupation starts to build. Interest-
ingly, the population of the +3 /2 states overshoots initially.
The figure shows a “falling-domino” effect. They evolve to-
ward thermal equilibrium. The average magnetization
Mt=	n=1,6Mnpnt decays according to
FIG. 7. Color online a pn for Mn spin states. These can be
considered as the conditional probabilities that, having observed the
Mn spin at t=0 in the state Mz= +5 /2, a state with spin Mz is
observed at time t. b T1M as a function of hole density see text.
c Average magnetization corresponding to panel a in logarithmic
scale.
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Mt = M0e−t/T1M 6
in all the simulations performed. In the figure we take Th
10 K, =0.1, =1, D=7 
eV, m=0.4, L=20 Å, and
nh=1	1011 cm−2 and we obtain T1M8 ns. Thus, this
mechanism is consistent with the Mn spin-relaxation time
that we observe. In Fig. 7 we see how T1M increases as the
density of carriers decreases. The order of magnitude of T1M
is consistent with the calculations for Mn spin relaxation
induced by scattering with electrons in quantum wells.25
There T1M2	103 ns is obtained in a quantum well with
L=80 Å. Taking into account that the electron-Mn coupling
 is four times smaller than  and the L is four times bigger,
the T1M for holes should be at least 16	102 shorter.
Thus Korringa exchange with a sufficiently large density
of photoholes might account for the Mn spin relaxation when
the dot is in the optical ground state. We consider now a
different mechanism, involving single-hole charging of the
dot, motivated by the fact that the PL often shows a weak
contribution of positive trions.
2. Mn spin relaxation due to charge fluctuation in the dot
The elementary process for spin relaxation due to charge
fluctuation is a combination of three steps. First, a hole tun-
nels into the empty dot with the Mn in the spin state M.
Second, the hole and the Mn exchange spin so that the Mn is
now in the state M1. Third, the hole tunnels out of the dot.
Thus, in the master equation we need to include both the six
charge neutral states of the Mn-doped dot as well as the 12
states with one hole inside. The dissipative dynamics in-
duced by V connects neutral states with charged states +
and vice versa −. The charging transition rates are given by
n,m
+
= 0nFEn − Emn	

0m2 7
and the decharging rate
n,m
−
= 01 − nFEn − Emn	

0m2. 8
Here nFx is the Fermi function, which depends on the tem-
perature and chemical potential of the electron reservoir, En
and Em are the eigenstates of the QD Hamiltonian, and 0
=	kVk2Ef is the tunneling rate for the fermion in and out
of the dot. The matrix elements featured in Eqs. 7 and 8
are strongly spin dependent and only connect states in which
the Mn spin changes, at most, by one unit.
An important quantity in our simulations is the average
charge q=	n=7,18pnt. Since we consider an initially neu-
tral dot, this quantity goes from zero to the steady-state oc-
cupation in a time scale given by T1Q0−1. In this second
set of simulations we measure time in units of T1Q. The
evolution of the magnetization and the empty dot occupa-
tions on this case look very similar to those of Fig. 7. In
particular, the magnetization decays exponentially in a time
scale much longer than the charge relaxation time.
We have computed the Mn spin-relaxation time, T1M, as a
function of the parameters of the simulation, 0, kBT, J, ,
and q. We have found that the crucial quantities are the
average charge, the spin-flip anisotropy h, and 0 as shown
in Fig. 8. To a very good approximation, we have observed
that 0T1M depends linearly on q−1 for moderate values of
q. Thus, this mechanism shows a strong dependence on the
density of carriers in the WL in agreement with our observa-
tions.
In Fig. 8 we see that in the case of tunneling electrons
=1, for an average charge of 0.1, we have T1M
100 0
−1
. For tunneling holes with h=0.2 and q=0.1 we
have T1M600 0
−1
. Interestingly, these numbers are weakly
dependent on the value of J and on the temperature. In order
to obtain an absolute number for T1M we need an estimate of
0 the charge scattering rate. An upper limit for 0 is pro-
vided by the linewidth observed in the PL spectrum. Since
the charge scattering would result in a broadening of the
linewidth, we can infer that 050 
eV. Thus, using 
=0.65 meV ps we have T1M600

0
8 ns for q=0.1. This
is a lower bound for the spin-scattering time or an upper
bound for the spin-scattering rate. Thus, single-hole tunnel-
ing events could relax the spin of the Mn in a time scale of 8
ns for a dot, which is charged 10% of the time. Agreement
with the experimental result can be obtained by taking
smaller average charge in the dot, smaller spin-flip interac-
tion, or smaller tunneling rate 0. We note that the proposed
mechanism is similar to the hole spin-relaxation mechanism
proposed by Smith et al.12 There, a spin-up hole tunnels out
of the dot and a spin-down hole tunnels in resulting in an
effective spin relaxation for the hole.
In summary, we have two mechanisms that account for
carrier-induced Mn relaxation in the dot in a time scale of 10
ns. In both cases the dot must be considered as an open
system. In the Korringa relaxation mechanism the Mn spin is
exposed to extended WL states. In the charge-fluctuation
mechanism the occupation of the dot state fluctuates due to
FIG. 8. Color online Mn spin-relaxation time, originated by
charge fluctuations in the dot, as a function of average charge in the
dot for electrons and holes with different h values. The straight
lines are linear fits of the numerical data.
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its coupling to extended WL states. These two mechanisms
are not exclusive and might operate at the same time.
Whereas the Korringa mechanism is almost identical to that
of Cd,MnTe quantum wells,25 the charge-fluctuation
mechanism is specific of quantum dots coupled to a con-
tinuum.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we used time-resolved and photon-
correlation measurements to probe the spin dynamics of a
single magnetic atom Mn interacting with photocreated
carriers at zero magnetic field. Fluctuations of the localized
Mn spin control the statistics of the photons emitted by a
single Mn-doped QD. The spin-relaxation time of the Mn
atom around 20 ns appears to be particularly sensitive to the
spin-spin coupling with free carriers injected in the QD or on
the vicinity of the QD. The fast photoinduced spin relaxation
of the Mn is dominated by spin and energy transfers from hot
photocarriers directly to the Mn atom. Minimizing the injec-
tion of free carriers by optimizing the excitation conditions
would make it possible to reach longer fluctuation times. As
a consequence, a determination of the intrinsic Mn spin dy-
namics at zero magnetic field, ultimately limited by the spin-
lattice interaction, could only be performed in the absence of
free or confined carriers.
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